
  

Potential benefit of a microwave sounder on-board a geostationary satellite 
onto Numerical Weather Prediction with meso-scale model

IntroductionIntroduction

The idea of a radiometer observing the Earth in the microwave spectrum from a geostationary orbit 
has been put forth since a long time. Such a mission would add the high observation rate offered by 
a geostationary orbit to the sounding capability of the current observing system.

Technologies used for sounders like AMSU/MHS/SAPHIR/MWHS2 are not well suited to the GEO 
orbit (very large antennas to obtain reasonably good horizontal resolutions). Recent technical 
advances permit to revisit the trade-offs that were initially proposed in terms of scientific or 
operational objectives (e.g. GOMAS, (Bizzarri, 2000)). Different instrument concepts are emerging, 
mostly based on interferometry.

This kind of technology may lead to reasonably good horizontal resolutions, but potentially at the 
cost of less accurate observations than technologies used for LEO orbit.

The mission concept considered in this study includes observations of different accuracies, within the 183.31 GHz water vapour 
absorption band, and aims to assess their potential impact onto humidity and precipitation forecasts for fine-scale Numerical 
Weather Prediction (NWP). Benefits that may be expected from such a microwave sounder mission are evaluated in the context 
of a dense observing system including observations from the future hyper-spectral Infra-Red Sounder on board Meteosat Third 
Generation. The selected method to estimate the contribution of a future microwave geosounder is to conduct Observing System 
Simulation Experiments (OSSE).

GIMS in China, (Zhang et al., 2012)

(Courtesy of M. Piriou)

The true atmospheric state is called the Nature Run (NR). It is a free-run, long 
and uninterrupted forecast performed with the global NWP ARPEGE model :

NR main characteristics :

→ Spectral resolution : T1200 ( 7 km over Europe / 105 levels)∼
→ Initial conditions : 01/06/2015 - 0h
→ Forcing of SST using OSTIA analysis

(Courtesy of F. Taillefer)
→ Model version : cy40op2

Hourly model outputs have been produced from the June 1st, 2015 at 00 h UTC until July 31th, 2015.

NR is used to simulate  the synthetic observations and to compute forecast skill scores at the hourly scale.

Operational observations
Synthetic observations have been 
simulated from the NR on the period : from 
01/07/2015 to 31/07/2015
Only ground radar observations are not 
simulated (AROME explicitly resolves 
convection while ARPEGE has a 
parametrized convection scheme).

To describe realistic observation errors : random 
perturbations are added and calibrated to each 
synthetic observation.

Calibration results from fifteen iterations of 10-day 
1 h cycling :

New synthetic observations

Simulated instruments

Surface stations, ships and buoys

Terrestrial GPS

Wind profilers

Radiosondes

Aircraft measurements

Atmospheric motion vectors

Wind scatterometers

HIRS

AMSU-A

AMSU-B

ATMS

SSMI/S

IASI

SEVIRI

ARPEGE Nature RunARPEGE Nature Run

Observations simulationObservations simulation

MTG IRS : (Guedj et al., 2014)
→ Selection of 25 water vapour channels
→ Horizontal thinning of 80km
→ Observation errors consistent with IRS 

specifications

MWGEO :
→ 6 SAPHIR-like channels at 183GHz
→ Horizontal thinning of 80km
→ Observation errors: 1.25K, 2.5K, 5K

(MHS/AMSUB have a 2K error in Météo 
France DAS)

Simplified cloud screening for IRS-like and MWGEO :
Cloud Liquid Water and Cloud Ice Water are selected as 
predictors for the cloud screening implemented.

● MWGEO observations : total column CIW path
● IRS observations : piece-wise CIW+CLW paths are 

computed to mimick a simplified McNally and Watts 
algorithm

MWGEO IRS-like

With cloud screening :

Without cloud screening :

IRS-like active observationsactive observations
CLCIP2 (threshold of 2 g/m2)

The convective scale AROME-France model covers Western Europe. The selected 
configuration as below compared to the operational AROME (cy41T1) :

The initialization and the lateral boundary conditions are provided by the NR

Name Description of the simulated 
observations used

CTRL Observations of the AROME DAS 
(excluding radar data)

CTRL+IRS
(Without cloud screening)

Same as CTRL + IRS observations 
(without cloud screening)

CTRL+IRS Same as CTRL + IRS observations

CTRL+IRS+MWGEO1.25K Same as “CTRL”+IRS+MWGEO 
(accuracy=1.25K)

CTRL+IRS+MWGEO2.5K Same as “CTRL”+IRS+MWGEO 
(accuracy=2.5K)

CTRL+IRS+MWGEO5K Same as “CTRL”+IRS+MWGEO 
(accuracy=5K)

OSSE experiments with different observing systems : Number of assimilated observations :

The assimilation experiments have been performed from the July 1st, 2015 up to July 31th, July.

Longer-range forecasts of +42 h are performed 
daily at 00 h UTC

1h forecast used as background 
for the next analysis

Forecast errors on Relative Humidity in the CTRL experimentForecast errors on Relative Humidity in the CTRL experiment

+42 h RH forecasts are 
compared to the NR

Mean RH RMSE are computed 
for each experiment with respect 
to the Nature Run for the period 
from July 1st to July 31th.

RH-RMSE :        CTRL vs NR AROME operational forecasts
vs ECMWF analyses

The example shows that the 
OSSE forecasts are 
characterized by errors on 
relative humidity comparable to 
forecasts of the operational 
AROME model.

Forecast skill scores resultsForecast skill scores results

Relative Humidity scores Precipitations scores

ConclusionConclusion

Relative differences between daily RH RMSE of two experiments are averaged over the one-month period.

The yellowyellow filled areas highlight the most significant differences with a confidence interval at 99 %.
(confidence intervals are inflated by a factor of 1.07 to account for correlations between the daily +42 h forecasts) Neighbouring of 40 km Neighbouring of 120 km
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Impact of the MWGEO with 
high accuracy (1.25 K) 

Daily Fraction Skill Scores between precipitation forecasts from each experiment and the NR are 
computed and a monthly average allows computing confidence intervals at the 99 % confidence level

FSS compared to the NR on 
12 h accumulated 
precipitation forecasts:

No statistically significant 
differences can be found 
between all the 
experiments

positive impact

degradation

→ Assimilation of a MWGEO instrument (6 channels around 183.31 GHz) could lead to positive 
impacts, even in a dense environment as the 2021-like observing system

→ However, these positive impacts strongly depend on the accuracy of this potential instrument

Perspectives and improvements:
→ Include ground radar simulations
→ Perform the same experiments over longer periods and in different seasons
→ Higher horizontal resolution: IRS(~5 km), MWGEO(25 to 50 km)
→ Use a 4D-Var Data Assimilation System

Initial and lateral 
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NR used for observations 
simulation

Forecasts skill 
scores

CTRL forecasts 
verification

Data assimilation systemData assimilation system
the AROME regional modelthe AROME regional model
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Selected configuration Oper. AROME 

Horizontal resol. 2.5 km 1.3 km

Number of levels 60 90

3D-Var DAS 1 hour cycles 1 hour cycles

Impact of the MWGEO with 
medium accuracy (2.5 K) 

Impact of the MWGEO with 
low accuracy (5 K) 
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